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endless published protocols for filter hybridisation 
techniques and probe production. The authors 
have succeeded, however, in producing short in- 
teresting treatments of these and have added 
details not included in other texts. 
Taken as a whole, Human Genetic Diseases 
represents a well balanced very readable reference 
manual with a fair proportion of new information. 
I would recommend it as a valuable addition to the 
shelves of both clinical and basic science 
laboratories. 
S.A. Whatley 
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This book is the meeting report of the 18th Miami 
Winter Symposium held in February 1986. The 
book is organised into six sections: Peptide and 
Polypeptide Hormones; Growth Factors and On- 
cogenes; Peptide and Protein Receptors; Glyco- 
protein Hormones; Steroid Receptors and Gene 
Regulation; Lymphokines, Interleukins, In- 
terferons and Receptors. Within each section there 
are four page abstracts from each of the invited 
speakers (from three to seven in each section) and 
a number of two page abstracts from each of the 
poster presenters at that session. This book is 
therefore an abstract of the meeting. The stated in- 
tention of the editors and publishers is to make 
available a useable copy of the information 
presented in the talks and posters at the meeting 
for the use of those researchers unable to attend 
the conference. 
However, there are serious drawbacks with the 
format of the book which render it useless. The 
four page reports from the invited speakers are not 
long enough for any of them to give any type of 
review or useful technical information. Nor has the 
publication time been short enough for the book to 
be of use for alerting other workers to exciting 
findings ‘in press’. Thus the deadline for abstracts 
was November 1985. The poster presentations are 
even less satisfactory as in two pages the majority 
of the authors fail to do justice to the work they 
are presenting. The beauty of poster sessions is 
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that one can question the experimenter directly on 
minute technical details if necessary. No book can 
capture this. We feel that if a poster presenter 
wishes to reach a larger audience he should present 
his poster at several meetings. Publication of 
poster abstracts acts to deter this approach since 
multiple publication is frowned upon. Work of 
any note will in any event be published subsequent- 
ly in the scientific literature. 
It seems likely to us that the meeting was of a 
very high quality. For the reasons stated above this 
does not come over in the book. Although there 
are seven editors it is not clear what they have 
done. If there are to be books from conference 
proceedings it would be much better for an editor 
to invite those contributors who, in his opinion, 
gave the most interesting presentations to submit 
book chapters after the meeting. Such contributors 
could, of course, mention other work presented at 
the meeting. In other words a good conference 
book can only be produced with strong editorial 
control. 
Finally, at $49.50 a copy this book has no clear 
market. It is merely an untidy collection of 
camera-ready abstracts containing out-of-date in- 
formation. In our copy page five was missing! We 
would recommend it to no-one. 
John Hardy and Keith Johnson 
